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NEW FRENCH WRITING It SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY

01 FFERENCE The French verb dif
ferer means both to be other
than, and to delay. In the sign,
both meanings are in ·play. The
difference between signifier and
signified is spatial and temporal.
The sign is merely a trace, given
that structure, the signified is'
transcendental. "The term tran
scendental signified is Oerrida's,'

Roy D Boyne, Strathclyde

INTRODUCTION Social theorists
have responded to the recent
French philosophy in two ways.
The onlooker admires it but does
not change his teaching. The par
ticipant may use it unaware-Qf
its mediation through Marxism. It
is common for new thought to be
shaped for general reception by a
theoretical avant-garde' composed
disproportionately ofM'arxists.
For example, Gidden's account of
Jacques Derri da shows th is.

DERRIDA His respect for Saussure
can become respect for Marx,
since the langue-parole duo
echoes that of means/relations of
production. The symmetry is basic
to what follows.
• 'Saussure w'ished to exclude real
ity from the signifying nexus.
But, as Benveniste said, 'When
he spoke of the difference between
boetrf 'and ox •• the thing express
Iyexcludedat first from the de
finition of the sign, now creeps
in by a detour.' (Benveniste 19'71
44). Thi 5 beginsa materi a listcri
tique of structura I linguistics,
and is the basis for recovering a
theory of language and ideology

,from it.
This general task provides a

rule for selection from Derrida's
work. Most will freely follow. It
also fixes the point of selection,
which 'is the search for utility.
The great fi'gures of progress,
cu.mulation, and truth play their
part once again.

Giddens does not explain w.hy
Derridais attractive for Marxixm.
I s is complex, but it relates to
his concept of difference.

University, Glasgow Scotland

and indicates how the pyramid of
the sign ends by resolving itself
into the hypostasis of the signi
fied that culminates in a God."
(Kristeva 19'73 28) Ideas like law,
duty, tradition, goodness, and
beauty are indicated by Oerrida
as derivates of theology' in that
we cannot place ourselves in the
presence of their essences.

Derrida admits a link between
his thought and materialist dialec
tics (Oerrida 19'72 97). His criti-
que of the metaphysics of pre~

sence is available to undermine
the dominant modes of bourgeois
ideology: idealism, religion, and
metaphysics~ This does not estab-'
Ii sh the defi nit i ve "-Sta tus of Oer
rida's discourse, but rather its
potential availability for ,the ser
vice of at least one theoretical
formation.

In sum, interest in Derrida is
mediated by Marxism. But of
course, his critique of theology
~an be of use within other dis....
courses than Marxism, and need
not be instrumentalized at all.
Nor need we pick out those facets
of his work that have commonly
received attention up' to now.

OTHER APPROPRIATIONS
• 'Michel Foucault's work has had
most attention in Marx-influenced
journals like Telos,Theory Ei Soci
ety, Radical P""iiTiOSophy, and Ideo
logy & Consciousness. No one is
asking- about the effects' of such
mediations. The work of the "nou
veau philosophes" has filtered
into Telos." Was it a passi'ng
media phenomenon? To what extent
is that theoretical judgment an
effect of Marxist mediation?

Marxist analysis is a powerful
method, but it is not the only
one. There is no reason for non"';'~·

Marxist theory to be dowdy and
provincial. If we look at compara
tive 'literature, journals like Oia
cri tics, Sub-stance, and Semio..;.
texte manifest a spirit of irrever:..
ence which is so lacking in non
Marxist social theory.
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CONDITIONS FOR liFE
• For non-Marxist theory to recov
er a sense of style, some link
from practice to theory must be
made unproblematic at a first
order level. the vitality of the
literary critics is founded on the

there of thei r texts. The
-w~i~ld~'=:e""s-t-~f~lights fo fancy remain
tied to this grounding. The
ground as a refuge a 1I0ws for the
flight as an adventure.

What could form the analog of
the novel for social theory? There
are at least two possibilities. 1)
We may see ethnomethodology as
providing a base for social theory
rather than as a school of the
ory. The link to phenomenology
would be stressed. 2) Following
Ourkheim, we would eschew ideas
and ideals, and loo~ to their sedi
me,ntation in the form of ~a wr.itten
rec;ord. The recent work of Fou
cault is germane. The concern
with the sociological text would
become a very small part of this.
The paraplegia of theory would
be cured by giving ground. The
ory: now is text-centered. It will
become text-rooted. But the text
will be society.

Text-centf.'red theory is tied to
eX~gesis and truth, with hardly a
gesture toward risk and innova
tion. This is where the conserva
tism of much Western theory lies,
in a commitment to a hermeneutics
of truth, which despite the an
guished denials of Positivism, fin
ally places this theory at the
service of instrumental reason.
T,he remedy is to transcend this
commitment by a movement to a
hermeneutics of exploration. We
will now pursue that spirit.

EMILE ZOlA
The key to Germinal is Lan

tier's rejection of the tyranny of
the past. Just because prev ious
generations had taken their lot
as the unchangeab Ie work of i n
exorable fate, the miners of 1860
need not do, so. Someone says,
"The worst of. it is when you
have to admit that it can't ever
change. When you are young you
'think happiness will come later
on, and .youhope for things; and
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then the same old poverty gets
hold of you and you are caught
up in it." (Zola 1954 166) Zola
writes of lantier's response in
these terms: "He talked on and on
like one possessed. Sudden Iy the
closed horizon burst asunder as
he spoke, and there opened a gap
of light in the dark existence of
these poor folk misery van
ished •• God was no more, it was
the turn of justice to bestow hap
piness on mankind." (168) Power
ful emotions and impossible vis
ions inspired the speeches which
stirred the formerly fatalistic
miners into action. The miners
moved from the past to the pre
sent, from reverence to self-consti
tution, from religion to hedonism,
from signified to signifier. And
the future is in league with the
past. Souverine exclaims that any
reasoning about the future is cr,m
inal (Zola 1954 237).

PAST AND PRESENT
• Past,,:,"orientat ion and present
orientati-onare conceptually iso
morphic with two views of lan
guage. The former is consonant
with Saussure's association of sig
nifier and signified in the total
ity of the sign; the figures of
reference/reverence appear as .the
signifier is taken back, in an
analogon of historical movement,
to the signified. The latter, with
its differentiating mode, is compat
ible with the view that meaning
is produced through difference
within the chain of signifiers.

The miner can define his life
in two ways. I t is the same with
language. Either the signifier or
the signified has primacy. To
carryon signifying and also deny
these alternatives would be deceit
ful, as in the claim that both
positions are wrong, or it would
be frustrating, as in the claim
that escape is impossible but must
be tried. A strategy of confusion
would serve both attitudes, since
it would conflate past and pre
sent. This idea of a strategy of
confusion overlaid on a basically
deceitful or frustrating project ex
plains the work of Foucault and
Derridaonlanguage.
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LEGERDEMAIN
• Foucault writes of a worl.d with
out objects. He says of sexuality,
"Perhaps we cou Id sa y thatit
has become the only division pos
sible in a world now emptied of
objects t be.ings and spaces to
desecrate." (Foucault. 1977 30) He
also affirms the: primacy of dtffer
ence, "Being that which is always
said of difference: it is the Recur-
rence of difference." (192') ----
----aut how can we conjoin these
thoughts with the idea of a~.che~

ology? If the new historian,
armed with· the archeological meth
od, denies that hi,story is the
in,vestigation of the past, then all
w,ill be w,ell. But this is not the
case. The radical otherness ,of
past epistemes, and the idea of a
discontinuous history, can only ,be
founded on the rehabilitation of
the signified. The aim is only,
"to define a method of historical
analysis freed from the anthropo
logical theme." (Foucault 1972 16)
It is not the total denial of his
tory demanded by the belief in
the absence of the rea I object, a
belief which 'appears all through
Foucault's work.

Repeatedly, one can find those
strategic sites where past and pre
sent are assimUated.Consider the
following example: "Is not dis-:-·
course· in its most profound deter
mination a 'tr-ace'? And 1s its
murmur not the place of' insubstan
tial immortalities? Must we,·. admi.t
that the time of discourse is not
the time of consciousness. ex·trapo~.

lated to the dimensions of his
tory, or the time of history p1re
sent in the .form of consciousness?
Must I suppose that in my"dis
course, I can have no survival.?"
(Foucau It 1977 210) The rhetoric
misleads. As the object is pre.
served, so too is the subject.

FULFILLMENT IN DEPRIVATION
Derridaand Foucault share the

concept of 'trace'. Perhaps their
concepts of time will be similar.
We already know that Derrida
takes the side of the signifier.
And we can now see that his
critique of the metaphysics of pre
sence will lie uneasily with any
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form of 'present ~rientation. This
provides the .reason for the
opaci t y. of.. much,. of Der.rri da 's..
work. He ; knows he is caught,
admits It freely, ·but still tries> to'
evade' capture by the.metaphysics:
he seeks to decQAstruct. ,Thi·s:· is
what Derrida· has to say qn the
notion of 'trace":! "We have. to
deal not with the horizons of mOdi-.
fied presents - past" o~,;.:.fu·tu~e.-"·""
but with a past th,at has nev.er
been nor ey·er will be ·presen.t,
whose; 'futu're' wi II never be. pro
duced or reproduced i n.the- ·1.01""1
of.presence. The " concept of . trace
is therefore incommensurate" wi'th
that of retenti'on, that of the',
becoming-past of what had' been
present ..a past that 'has' never·,
been present that: is,. the
Other." {Derrida 197,3 152) .8u·t. If
the ' trace' its not. to be seen as...
a ';'signifier whose positivity is pro
vided: by some .uncr·itical notion, 'of,
history, how is it· ,:seen? There'
are two issues: 1) Derrida's read
in.g of Being and Time; 2t his:
idea of metaphor.,

From Aristotle to Heidegger,
talk ·on time summons "up the 'eni9-;
ma of the present. '!If time "Js.
thought on the basis of the now"
we are forced: to conclude that it,
doe:sn't exist. The now presen,ts
itself both ·as that which ,:no
longer is and: as ·that which is
not yet." (Oerrida1970·62) Might
we solve, the· puzzl.e .by IQoklng' to
the re·lati·on between·the p'oint and
the line? L.ike the present, the
point' .• is internally odd - a, non-:
spatial. spatiality. This does not
help -as the structures of :lioearity
arld temporality are not con
gruent. Time cannot be a co-exis-
tence: of now-points in the same
way that the line can be seen 'as
a set of ,space~po';'nts,. because the'
latter do not· ·destroy each. other.
reclproca·11 y. Two nows ,cannot
co:-ex ist .,t

• But we :need not .for.get the idea
of line. Careful thought reveals
tha.t since the .point does not
exist. as a'reaf location" the line.
could not' be seen simp1y as'· a .·~e~t·

of points. Perhaps we should re
think the line as movement and
thus reinscribe it w.llthin the
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philosophy of time. But this does
not help. The line must not end
as we connot countenance the idea
of stopped time. I t must be end
less, and will merely return us
to the over-worked fi gures of i n
finity and circularity, the endless
journey, and the eterna I return.

Derrida will finally agree w,ith
Heidegger that time is an ordin
ary concept of day-to-day lan
guage, and it is the source of
that concept, as expressed in the
idea of "within-time-ness and the
genesis of the ordinary conception
of time. " ( 1972 472) Derrida will
defer this capitulation for a while
but finally concedes his frustra
tion: "Perhaps there is noordin
ary concep·t of time. The concept
of time belongs entirely to meta
physics, and designates the domin
ation of' presence." (Derrida 1970
88) Here we can see his self
afflict ion. When a concept so
nodal, so ineluctable as time is
denounced as' metaphysical
through and through, and yet
must form a foundation for any
critique of metaphysics, the ex
planatory power of the idea of
frustration is well demonstrated.

We have been at the second
level of analysis pertaining to
the idea of metaphor, all the
time. The grip of time is displac
ed by the impossibility of escap
ing "the orientation to presence,
even though that escape is deman
ded by the critique of the trans
cendental signified. The play of
metaphor seems to be at work in
the movement between time and
line, but this is actually metony
mic. We might call this internal
metaphor. As we' can render past
orientation in terms of external
versus internal, then the figura
tive movement initiated in respect
'of time and the line is consistent
wi th the cri tique of the si gnified.

But the idea of metaphor in
Oerrida's work is once more
bound up with the theme of frus
trat ion: " I can not t reatit withou t
dealing with ..,!l, withoutnegotia
ting with the loan I take fro'm it
in order to speak of it. I do' not
succeed in producing a treatise
on metaphor which is not treated
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with metaphor, which suddenly ap
pears untreatable." (Oerrida 1978
7)

OTHER DIMENSIONS
This brief look into the worlds

of Foucau I tand Derrida had the
aim of characterizing the contem
plative life as one of frustration
or deceit. Byway of amelioration,
perhaps Wittgenstein's remarks
are apposite:
"297 -I tis also a part of dissem
bling to regard others as capable
of dissembling."
"298 - If human beings acted in
such a way that we were inclined
to suspect them of dissembling,
but they showed no mistrust of
one another, then th is doesn't pre
sent a picture of people who dis
semble." (t977 56)
• Clearly, this essay must be, re
garded with the strongest suspi
cion.
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